reverence. The Professor hung up his overall, went
across to the lecture room and plunged into the cheerful
noise of greetings as into a refreshing bath. Immediately
he filled the whole lofty room, right up to the skylight
still darkened by the dim morning light, with the sound
of his voice and the immense force of his lecturing.
Meanwhile, Yvonne Pastouri ky under her silken
eiderdown and dreamed a fascinating dream in which she
flew up to the Konigstuhl with Dr. Kolding, the bank
director—just like that, without any aeroplane. It was
a delightful experience. At ten o'clock she awoke, had
breakfast in bed, read a few letters and eventually rang
up May Kolding to ask .when her nice brother would
come over again from Frankfurt in his car.
May Kolding, who was by no means dull and shone
as quite a star in her own circle, was also still in bed and
listened with a knowing expression on her face. May
Kolding was also a student. She was studying modern
languages, and one day she intended to translate BaLzac
afresh and to write an extensive biography of him, full of
new ideas, new research and new conclusions. For the
present she travelled at regular intervals to Paris to study.
She was in no hurry to take her degree. She had time,
she had money, and the student's life pleased her. She
was quite content to live in a very pleasant pension* to
attend a few interesting lectures, to dance often at the
Schloss Hotel with its cosmopolitan society, to make
interesting acquaintances and to be thought interesting
herself.
"Why, yes, Yvonne/' she said over the telephone,
" that's a very good idea. I will tell Fred he must come
over again in his car.,. .*'
^ But was that all that happened that morning between
six and ten o'clock ? Not by a long way. It was only a
minute section. It was just as though among the con*
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